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Distinguished design and exquisite execution have been the principal points of reference in
making the selection of furniture and works of art for the present catalogue.
Some distinctive strands run through this latest edition: the novel use of materials, the revival
of techniques, and the roles of patronage and collecting. Examples include William Bullock’s
innovative use of cast iron (no. 3), Henry Cros’s revival of pâte de verre (no. 11), Thomas Hope’s
neo-classical wall lights (no. 2), and the patriotic armchair made from the Waterloo Elm (no. 5).
From later in the nineteenth century, we are offering a tray demonstrating Christofle’s extra
ordinary impression naturelle technique (no. 18).
Innovation, often combined with an element of exoticism or historicism, is also celebrated in the
current exhibition ‘Inventing the Modern World: Decorative Arts at the World’s Fairs 1851–1930’
touring through four American cities until January 2014. From nineteenth-century international
exhibitions, we include a modern ‘mediaeval’ panel depicting King Arthur and the Knights of
the Round Table shown by Camm Brothers at the Paris Exposition Universelle, 1878 (no. 12) and a
remarkable, Isnik-inspired Minton plate exhibited at the London International Exhibition, 1872,
showing the influence of a rival, the céramiste Théodore Deck (no. 9).
As ever, we look forward to welcoming you here in London over the summer and at the Pavilion
of Art and Design, or later in the year in New York.
Martin P. Levy.

(no. 3, detail)
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C a b i n e t O n S ta n d
Kingwood and tortoiseshell veneers, with ebony, an unidentified exotic hardwood for the drawer
linings, gilt-metal mounts (some restored) and faux-tortoiseshell panels
42 in (106.8 cm) × 20 in (51 cm) × 12 in (20.5 cm)
The cabinet:
Dutch or Flemish, late seventeenth century
The stand:
English, third quarter of the eighteenth century
The intricate kingwood parquetry veneer decorating all four sides of this small-scale table cabinet bespeaks a luxurious example of the cabinet-maker’s art. The ebony edged, tortoiseshellfaced drawers lined with an exotic hardwood – neatly dovetailed and retaining their original
gilt-metal pulls – were probably intended for precious or personal possessions, perhaps in the
private rooms of its original owner (see final page). The larger central drawer pulls out to reveal
a ‘secret’ compartment that might have been used to hide amorous correspondence. The kingwood veneers on the interior of the doors, long protected from light, have retained a rich, dark
colour.
Although no provenance survives for this cabinet (beyond a reputed acquisition in the south of
England during the 1950s), evidence of its precious status is reinforced by the addition, during
the third quarter of the eighteenth century, of a delicate English gothic-revival ebony and giltmetal-mounted stand, faced with panels of simulated tortoiseshell, to match the cabinet. At this
same moment, fashionable rococo gilt-metal carrying handles have been applied to the sides of
the cabinet.
Such small-scale ‘table cabinets’, with a wide range of embellishments, have a long history across
Europe, particularly during the 16th and 17th centuries. In Les Blasons Domestiques (1539), Gilles
Corrozet celebrated the ‘Cabinet filled with riches/Whether for queens or duchesses…Where
jewells lie in great piles/And the most elegant rings/Filled with precious stones…’; quoted in
Monique Riccardi-Cubitt, The Art of the Cabinet, London, 1992, p. 6.
The mounts on the stand are reminiscent of pendant pointed arches on the cabinet made for
Horace Walpole in 1783–84 by Edward Edwards to contain drawings by Lady Beauclerk; see
Michael Snodin (ed.), Horace Walpole’s Strawberry Hill, New Haven & London, 2009, pp. 160–61
and dust jacket.
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Pa i r O f Wa l l L i g h t s
After a design published by Thomas Hope
(1769–1831)
Bronzed lime wood, with (replaced) lacquered brass nozzles
13 in (33 cm) × 7 in (17.8 cm) × 14 in (35.6 cm)
English, probably before circa 1802
Provenance:
Presumably Thomas Hope, Duchess Street, London, and thence by descent at the Deepdene,
Dorking, Surrey; […]; Lenygon & Morant (verbal information from Simon Houfe); Sir Albert
Richardson by 1928; thence by descent; H. Blairman & Sons; private collection.
Exhibited:
‘The Daily Telegraph Exhibition of Antiques and Works of Art’, Olympia, London 19 July to 1
August 1928, no. F102, lent by Prof. A.E. Richardson.
‘Thomas Hope: Regency Designer’, Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 21 March–22 June
2008 and Bard Graduate Center, New York, 17 July–16 November 2008, no. 97.
‘Inspired by Antiquity’, Carlton Hobbs, New York, 2010, no. 3.
Literature:
The Daily Telegraph Exhibition of Antiques and Works of Art, London, 1928, no. F102.
Simon Houfe, Sir Albert Richardson: the Professor, Luton, 1980, p. 99.
David Watkin & Philip Hewat-Jaboor, Thomas Hope: Regency Designer, New Haven & London,
2008, no. 97.
Inspired by Antiquity, New York, 2010, no. 3.
The design of these wall lights corresponds closely with the smaller-scale candle supports for a
chandelier in Household Furniture, London, 1807, pl. LIII (see below). Another bronzed wall light,
with a back plate, and a candle nozzle corresponding to the illustration in Household Furniture was
formerly in the collection of Gerald Wellesley and now belongs to the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston (2010.1045).
Not all the wall lights used at Duchess
Street are reproduced in Household
Furniture, which in any case only shows
three out of four walls in the rooms
that are illustrated. It seems reasonable to speculate that, despite no firm
documentation, some of the wall lights
acquired by early collectors of Regency
furniture such as Gerald Wellesley and
Albert Richardson soon after the sale of
the Deepdene, Hope’s Dorking mansion, were originally part of Hope’s own
furnishings; see Thomas Hope: Regency
Designer, p. 430.
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Pa i r O f ‘ G r i f f i n Tr i p o d s ’
Designed and manufactured by William Bullock
(1773–1849),
perhaps in conjunction with George Bullock
(1782/83–1818)
Cast iron, wood and gesso; bronzed, painted and gilded
32 in (81.3 cm) × 12 in (30.5 cm) × 12 in (30.5 cm)
English (probably Liverpool), after 1805
Marked:
‘W. BULLOCK PUB. 1 JUNE 1805’ (impressed into each leg)
In 1805, William Bullock protected the design of the cast iron griffin legs by registering the
pattern under the so-called Garrard Act (1798). Bullock’s innovative use of cast iron for fashionable, high-style furniture appears to be the earliest example recorded, and pre-dates by at least
two decades the Berlin-made furniture after designs by Karl Friedrich Schinkel (1781–1841)
and others; see Martin Levy, ‘The Roman Gallery at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, and Some
Tripods by William Bullock and George Bullock’, Furniture History XXXIII (1997), pp. 229–39,
p. 237.
The tripod form, ultimately derived from classical sources, was popularised during the first
decades of the nineteenth century through the publications of Charles Percier (1764–1838) and
Pierre Fontaine (1762–1853), and Thomas Hope (1769–1831). The masks, with their exaggerated
ears embellishing each side of the triangular tops (see detail, p. 3), may as likely reflect William’s
nascent interest in pre-Columbian artefacts, as derive from more conventional Greek masks;
see Michael P. Costeloe, William Bullock: Connoisseur and Virtuoso of the Egyptian Hall: Piccadilly to
Mexico (1773–1849), Bristol, 2008, p. 127.
In 1814, George Bullock supplied a pair of ‘bronzed griffin tripods’, of closely related design
and with identical legs, to Samuel J. Day of Hinton House, near Bath (now in the collection
of the National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside; see H. Blairman & Sons, Furniture and
Works of Art, 1994, no. 8). The suggestion that George may have had a hand in the form of this
group of tripods is further upheld
by the design of the pendant finials
beneath the tops and by a related
design in the ‘Wilkinson Tracings’,
City Museum and Art Gallery,
Birmingham, M.3.74, p. 39; see Levy,
op. cit., pp. 235–37, figs 6 & 7.
The ‘griffin tripod’ clearly remained
popular. In 1816 a version appears
in an engraving included in the
Descriptive Synopsis of the Roman
Gallery at William’s Egyptian Hall
(see left).
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W r i t i n g Ta b l e
The design attributed to William Porden
(circa 1755–1824)
The manufacture attributed to Gillow
(circa 1730–1897)
Rosewood, parcel gilt; brass and brass inlay
30 in (76.2 cm) × 72 in (182.9 cm) × 36 in (91.5 cm)
English (probably Lancaster), circa 1813–15
Provenance:
2nd Earl Grosvenor (1767–1845), Eaton Hall; thence by descent; […].
Literature:
J. & J. C. Buckler, Views of Eaton Hall in Cheshire, The Seat of the Right Honourable Earl Grosvenor,
London, 1826 (see below).
The present table and its pair (which remains at Eaton Hall) forms part of a large suite of
furniture supplied for Porden’s magnificent drawing room, which has been described as part of
the ‘most extravagant country house interior of the day’; see Guy Acloque and John Cornforth,
‘The Eternal Gothic of Eaton-II’, Country Life, 18 February 1971 pp. 362–65.
Evidence survives to establish that Porden, who designed additions for Grosvenor between 1804
and 1812, was involved in designing furniture for Eaton Hall and some of this was certainly
manufactured by Gillow; see Sotheby’s, Eaton Hall, 21 September 1992, note under lot 136.
According to Acloque and Cornforth (op. cit., p. 363): ‘Between 1813 and 1815 Lord Grosvenor
paid [Gillow] £15,800’. Sotheby’s also mentions correspondence from Porden between 1802 and
1811 discussing furniture, and criticizing Gillow (loc. cit.). It is sometimes suggested, although
without evidence, that A.C. Pugin may have assisted in the design of some of the Eaton Hall
gothic furniture. Further research is required to establish more precise details of this exceptional commission, which
echoes contemporary creations for the Prince Regent
at Carlton House; see Carlton
House. The Past Glories of George
IV’s Palace, London, 1991, nos
198 and 200.
Other surviving rosewood
and parcel gilt furniture
from Eaton Hall includes an
armchair in the Victoria and
Albert Museum (W.22: 1&2–
1959) and another currently
with Didier Aaron, Paris. A
daybed was sold at Christie’s
(London), 4 July 1996, lot 287.
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‘ Wat e r l o o E l m ’ A r m c h a i r
Elm, with original leather seat; brass lettering and enamelled plaque; part of one turned stretcher
restored
38 in (96.5 cm) × 24 in (61 cm) × 19 ¹₂ in (49.5 cm)
English, probably early 1820s
-

Marked:
‘WELLINGTON’ (in brass letters on the back), and with long inscription to the reverse (see
below).
Provenance:
Presumably Edward Vernon Utterson (1777–1856); […]; reputedly acquired ‘at a country house
sale in the 1950s’; thence by descent.
The wood from which this chair was made comes from surviving remains of the elm tree adjacent to which Wellington issued the final order to advance at the end of the Battle of Waterloo
(1815). The remainder of this much sought after relic was rescued by John Children, F.R.S.,
F.S.A. (1777–1852) in 1818, after it was felled by the owner of the land on which it stood; see
Geoffrey de Bellaigue, ‘The Waterloo Elm’, Furniture History XIV (1978), pp. 14–18.
The proposed provenance is strongly suggested by the unusual initials ‘E.V.U.’ on the plaque.
Utterson was an antiquary and bibliophile; just the sort of individual one might expect to have
commissioned such a chair. According to the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, a seven-day
sale of his possessions was held from 20 to 27 March 1857, but attempts to consult a catalogue
have, to date, been unsuccessful. The Catalogue of the Extensive and Valuable Collections of Works of
Art formed by that Distinguished Amateur Edward Vernon Utterson (Christie’s, 24 April 1857) does not
include the chair.
The antiquarian form of the present chair derives from sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
European chairs; see, for example, a Dutch chair dating from the first half of the seventeenth
century in Derde Geheel and Vermeer Derde Druk, Catalogus van Meubelen en Betimmeringen,
Amsterdam, 1952, pl. 43. Other furniture
made from the Waterloo Elm includes
a chair by Thomas Chippendale the
Younger, commissioned by Children for
George IV; another made for the Duke
of Wellington, and a third for the Duke
of Rutland; see de Bellaigue (op. cit), figs.
26 & 27. There is a quaich made for
Sir Walter Scott, at Abbotsford; a table
cabinet sold at Phillips (Edinburgh), 28
March 1997, lot 237 and another sold at
Christie’s (London), 6 July 2000, lot 10.
There is also a table, sold at Christie’s
(London), 10 May 2006, lot 140.
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L u g g a g e S ta n d
Designed by Richard Bridgens
(1785–1846)
Oak; the pendant finials restored
18 ¹₂ in (49.5 cm) × 34 in (86.5 cm) × 20 in (51 cm)
English, circa 1825
-

An identical luggage stand was supplied to the antiquarian James Watt Junior (1768–1849) for
Aston Hall, Birmingham. This was sold at Sotheby’s (London), The James Watt Sale, 20 March
2003, lot 346, and is now back at Aston Hall. It is probable that the present stand, despite the
lack of any intermediary provenance details, was also made for Aston Hall.
The architect and designer Richard Bridgens was associated with the London cabinet-maker
George Bullock (1782/83–1818), probably supplying designs, for example, for Battle Abbey; see
Clive Wainwright, et. al., George Bullock: Cabinet-Maker, London, 1988, nos 13 and 14. Bridgens’s
distinctive ‘Elizabethan’ furniture designed for Aston Hall is discussed in Virginia Glenn,
‘George Bullock, Richard Bridgens and James Watt’s Regency Furnishing Schemes’, Furniture
History XV (1979), pp. 54–67.
Aston Hall, an outpost of the Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery, retains many of its 1820s
interiors and is also the repository for original furniture designed for James Watt, much of it reacquired at the Watt Sale (op. cit). For more on Aston Hall during the 1820s, see Oliver Fairclough,
The Grand Old Mansion. The Holts and their Successors at Aston Hall 1618–1864, Birmingham, 1984,
ch. 8 and also Richard Bridgens, Furniture with Candelabra and Interior Decoration, London, 1838,
for furniture designs.
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Armchair
Probably designed by H.E. Goodridge
(1797–1864)
& William Beckford
(1760–1844)
Ebonised beech; the seat upholstery original, but the back and covering restored
37 ³₄ in (95.9 cm) × 20 ¹₂ in (52.1 cm) × 17 in (49.5 cm)
English, circa 1827–44
-

-

Provenance:
William Beckford, probably Lansdown Tower; […].
Literature:
Edmund English and Willes Maddox (illustrations), Views of Lansdown Tower, Bath, London, 1844,
pl. XIV (see below).
The Beckford provenance is confirmed by the presence of his armorial cinquefoil at the junction
of the x-frame front legs. The relatively diminutive scale of the chair points to Lansdown Tower,
with its small-scale rooms, as the likely original home. This aspect of the provenance is further
indicated by the barrel-headed tops of the legs, which relate to features found on other furniture
and in architectural details at the Tower; see Amy Frost, ‘Beckford’s Treasure Chest returns to
Lansdown Tower’, Furniture History Society Newsletter, February 2012, pp. 1–5. Six ‘BLACK
ANTIQUE SHAPED ELBOW CHAIRS, with gilt ornaments, the backs and seats covered with
crimson morine, with silk fringe’ were included in the Phillips 1823 Fonthill Abbey catalogue,
lots 1171–1173, suggesting that variants of our chair were first used by Beckford before the
building of the Tower. There is continuity to Beckford’s affection for ‘black’ seat furniture,
which he much favoured at the Tower, as a contrast to the oak case furniture.
The present chair, based on a plate published in Thomas Hope, Household Furniture, London,
1807, pl. 20, nos 3 & 4, was perhaps intended as a homage to Beckford’s fellow connoisseur,
whom he had once
thought might become
his son-in-law. The
design is closer to the
Willes Maddox plate
(which shows upholstered arms and gilding) than is the larger
version, also with a
Beckford provenance,
included in Derek
Ostergard (ed.), William
Beckford 1760–1844: An
Eye for the Magnificent,
New Haven & London,
2002, no. 145.
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Panel
The manufacture attributed to Julien-Nicolas Rivart
(died 1867)
Porcelain marquetry on rosewood [?] ground; the frame gilded wood and plaster
16 in (40.5 cm) × 10 ³₄ in (27.5 cm) – excluding frame
French (Paris), third quarter of the nineteenth century
-

Mounting furniture with plaques of porcelain had been popularized by eighteenth-century
marchands merciers in conjunction with cabinet-makers such as Martin Carlin. But Rivart’s
Redouté-like compositions in marquetry made from porcelain were a complete innovation.
In 1848, Rivart received a brevet d’invention (patent) for fifteen years ‘pour la marqueterie de porcelaine formant des bouquets de fleurs, des groupes de fruits, ornaments, sujets etc., qui s’incrutent dans le
bois’. This technique was described in a Jury report of the 1855 Paris Exposition Universelle: ‘This
system is quite simple: once the design which one wants to represent is set, M. Rivart makes a
model of it in wood and produces it in porcelain; the paste is then replaced on the face with
high precision; then, the cutting faults are corrected by sanding, it goes for enameling, and the
porcelain, once painted and finished, is encrusted in the wood or marble’; quoted in The Second
Empire 1852–1870: Art in France under Napoleon III, Philadelphia, 1978, under II-39. It is thought
that the technique of porcelain marquetry died out with Rivart.
Notable examples of this work, used to embellish furniture, include a table in the Musée
Nationale de Céramique, Sèvres (Philadelphia, 1978, loc. cit.) and a cabinet acquired by Empress
Eugénie from the 1855 Paris Exposition Universelle, and now at Compiègne; see Napoléon III et la
reine Victoria, Paris, 2008, no. 155 (illus. p. 147).
The present panel depicting roses, which retains its original frame, appears to have been conceived as an independent work of art.
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‘ T r ay ’
Manufactured by Minton
(1796–1968)
Retailed by John Mortlock & Co.
Porcelain, with painted decoration; original velvet-covered frame
9 ³₄ in (24.7 cm) diameter, 13 in (33 cm) – including frame
English (Stoke-on-Trent), circa 1872
-

Marked:
‘70’ and [unidentified mark], incised; ‘2’, painted, and exhibition label (see below).
Exhibited:
London International Exhibition, 1872.
Literature:
Probably Official Catalogue Fine Arts Department, London, 1872, p. 44, no. 1038.
This ‘tray’ (so described on its label) is probably one of the ‘Two Painted Porcelain Plates’ made
at the Minton Art Pottery Studio and exhibited by ‘J. Mortlock / 204 Oxford Street’ at the 1872
London International Exhibition. It was priced at £2.8s. Mortlock was a substantial retailer, not
a maker; see www.mortlock.info/mortlock-encyclopedia.html.
It may be no coincidence that this Minton, Isnik-inspired decoration has parallels in work by the
firm’s rival Théodore Deck (1823–91); see, for example, a pair of plates (dated 1867) now in the
collection of the Detroit Institute of Art (1994.28.1). It is known that Colin Minton Campbell
(1827–85) owned ceramics by Deck, some of which were later given to the Victoria and Albert
Museum; see Bernard Bumpus (intro.), Théodore Deck: Céramiste, London, 2000, p. 13.
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Fi r e S c r e e n
Designed by William Burges
(1827–81)
Ebonised mahogany and painted glass; the arched supports and two painted panels restored
29 in (73.8 cm) × 29 ³₄ in (24.8 cm) – closed, 58 in (152 cm) – open × 9 ¹₂ in (24.8 cm)
English, probably early 1870s
-

-

Provenance
3rd Marquess of Bute (1847–1900); thence by descent; sold Stephen and Alexander, Cardiff
Castle sale, 17 June 1949, lot 28, bt Mrs Short, Rhiwbina, Cardiff; […]; Christie’s, London, 25
October 2011, lot 64.
Burges met his greatest patron, the Marquess of Bute, in 1865 and continued working for him
until the architect’s death in 1881. In 1870 Burges exhibited the Summer Smoking Room at the
Royal Academy (now in the collection of the National Museum of Wales) and so it seems likely
that this fire screen, part of an ebonised suite commissioned for that room, postdates that exhibition; see J. Mordaunt-Crook, William Burges and the High Victorian Dream, London, 1981, p. 265.
The long, low, white table shown in the 1870 watercolour was rejected in favour of the dining
table seen in the photograph below. Four tulip vases for the Summer Smoking Room are dated
1874; Mordaunt-Crook, op. cit, fig. 155.
The salamander has been associated with fire by writers from Pliny onwards. Here, decorating
the centre of each section of the fire screen and surrounded by flames, it is a typically Burgesian
conceit.
The earliest documented record of this screen is in a valuation, held at Cardiff Castle, dated
March 1901 when a ‘Folding Ebony screen with figured glass panels’ was listed in the Summer
Smoking Room. It is clearly seen in a photograph of approximately the same date (see below).
In a 1931 inventory, the ‘three-fold ebonised screen with stained glass panels’ was valued at £40,
but by 1948 (once more
described as ebony) and
presumably deeply out
of fashion, the valuation
had dropped to £8. At
the 1949 auction, the
actual price paid was £5.

Cardiff Castle
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Henry Cros
(1840–1907)

La République
Coloured wax; velvet mount and giltwood frame probably original
2₁₆⁹ in (6.5 cm) – diameter, excluding mount and frame
Signed: ‘HC’
(see p. 1)
-

Portrait of a Lady
Pâte de verre
5₁₀⁹ in (15 cm) × 4 ¹₂ in (11 cm)
-

-

Mme Leon Heuzey [?]
8 in (20.4 cm) – high
Signed: ‘H Cros’ on back, and with depository label for ‘Chenue Emballeur, 5, Rue de la Terrasse,
Paris’, inscribed in ink ‘Mme Léon Heuzey [?] under base
(see below)
These three pieces show different aspects of work by Henry Cros, dating from the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Cros, who descended from a family of scientists and inventors,
was well versed in the classics too. He was a sculptor and inventor of exceptional talent and
curiosity. Not only (from the 1870s) did he experiment with infusing wax with colour, but he
also, from 1883, revived the forgotten
ancient Egyptian, Greek and Roman
method of casting coloured glasspaste, pâte de verre; see Andreas Blühm,
et al., The Colour of Sculpture 1840–1910,
Zwolle, 1996.
The pâte de verre front on portrait is less
usual than the many surviving smallscale profiles by Cros; see, for example,
Blühm (op. cit.), nos 13 and 14. There
is a comparable ‘mask’ in the collection
of the Victoria and Albert Museum
(C.56–1992).
If the name Mme Léon Heuzey has
been correctly read, she may have been
the wife of the archaeologist Léon
Heuzey (1831–1922), who would have
been a typical Cros patron; see Blühm
(op.cit.), p. 101. There was also a Charles
Léon Heuzey who married in 1892, in
Paris.
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Ti l e Pa n e l
Designed by Thomas William Camm
(1839–1912)
Painted by Camm Brothers
(fl. 1866–82)
Manufactured by Minton Hollins & Co.
(1845–1968)
Painted ceramic tile
10 in (25.4 cm) × 27 in (68.6 cm) – excluding frame
English (Stoke-on-Trent and Smethwick), circa 1878
Marked:
‘MINTON / HOLLINS & Co / STOKE ON TRENT’ – impressed into back.
Provenance:
[…]; H. Blairman & Sons; American private collection.
Exhibited:
Paris Exposition Universelle 1878.
Literature:
The Art Journal for 1878, IV, New York, 1878, p. 368 (see below).
This painted tile, depicting Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, was exhibited in Paris
alongside stained glass, for which the three Camm Brothers were better known. ‘The subjects
[were] taken from Tennyson’s “Idylls of the King.” (Art Journal, loc. cit.).
It was noted that ‘Messrs CAMM BROTHERS, Ecclesiastical Decorators and Stained Glass
Manufacturers, of Smethwick, and 41, Frederick Street, Birmingham, have prepared for the
Exhibition some admirable specimens of their art, which, if they are fortunate in securing a good
light for their display, cannot fail to attract notice. The figures in the pictures are well conceived
and effectively grouped. These have been designed by Mr. T.W. Camm, and are productions of
which he may well be proud.” (Birmingham Daily Post, 20 April 1878).
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Mirror
Designed and manufactured by James Powell & Sons
(1834–1980)
Blue glass, with enamelled decoration; mirror glass, and gilded lead
25 ¹₂ in (64.9 cm) × 14 in (35 cm)
English (Whitefriars), circa 1878
-

Provenance:
Given as a wedding gift in 1878 by James Powell to his nephew; thence by descent.
The design for this mirror survives in a 10-page manuscript catalogue of designs, inscribed
on the first page: ‘Messrs James Powell & Sons / Whitefriars Glassworks / E.C’; http://www.
whitefriars.com/catalogues/1865/index.php .
The mirror volume contains ten beautifully rendered designs. Mirrors were available, where
appropriate, with or without candle arms and either white decorated on a blue ground, or with
blue decoration on a white ground. In addition to a variety of shaped frames, comparable to the
present example, oval and rectangular forms were also offered. The present example, also available in the reverse colour, cost £4.4s.
A large mirror of this type can be seen in a photograph of the Whitefriars showroom, taken
in about 1920; see Wendy Evans, et al., Whitefriars Glass: James Powell & Sons of London, London,
1995, pl. 112.
A white-ground mirror, with blue decoration, illustrated on page three of the manuscript catalogue, formerly with Blairman’s, is in an American private collection. A small white-ground
mirror with red decoration, not recorded in the manuscript catalogue, is in a London private
collection.
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Chair
The design attributed to E.W. Godwin
(1833–86)
Manufactured by James Peddle
(fl. 1880s)
Ebonised beech, with brass castors; the upholstery of later date and the fretwork panel restored
30 in (45.7 cm) × 17 in (43.2 cm) × 19 in (48.2 cm)
English (London), circa 1880
Marked:
Design registration diamond for 19 March 1880 – impressed at base of reverse side of back.
Godwin, who famously designed furniture for the London manufacturers William Watt and
Collinson & Lock, also provided work for less well known makers such as James Peddle, who
operated from Brixton, in south London. Godwin’s association with Peddle is indicated by
the inscription ‘Peddle Dec 18. 1880’ on a design for ‘Greek Furniture’ (Victoria and Albert
Museum, E.229–1963, f. 114; see Susan Weber Soros, The Secular Furniture of E. W. Godwin, New
Haven and London, 1999, fig. 174.
The design for the present chair is a year earlier than other chairs registered by Peddle (Soros,
op. cit., figs. 178 and 179), and closer in date to the drawing mentioned above. While the fretwork
panel reappears on the chair registered on 1 February 1881, the overall form of the present chair
is more convincingly Godwinesque than are the later designs.
The design registration representation of the present chair, number 347815, is inscribed: ‘James
Peddle / 35 Cranmer Rd / Brixton Rd / S.W. / Class 2’ (National Archives, Kew, BT43/58,
f. 174) – see below.

National Archives, Kew
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K e t t l e O n S ta n d
Designed by Dr Christopher Dresser
(1834–1904)
Manufactured by Elkington & Co.
(1824–1968)
Electroplated base metal, with ivory handle and knob
9 ¹₂ in (24.1 cm) × 7 ¹₂ in (19 cm) × 6 ³₄ in (17.2 cm)
English (Birmingham), 1885
-

-

-

Marked:
Elkington marks, date letter Z (for 1885) and design registration number 22864 (also 1885) – all
impressed into base of kettle, see below.
Dresser’s signed design drawing for this kettle, dated ‘March 21st 1885’, is preserved in the
Elkington & Co. archive at the Victoria and Albert Museum (reproduced below); see also Adrian
Tilbrook, ‘Christopher Dresser: Designs for Elkington & Co.’, The Journal of the Decorative Arts
Society 9 (1985), pp. 23–28, pl. 7b.
Only one other example of this model, lacking its burner, has been recorded; see Historical
Design, Truth Beauty Power, New York, 1998, p. 24.
Dresser designed a group of related vessels for Elkington in 1885, all decorated with distinctive
bands of parallel lines; see Michael Whiteway (ed.), Shock of the Old: Christopher Dresser’s Design
Revolution, New York, 2004, nos 268 and 270.

Victoria and Albert Museum
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‘ O c ta g o n M i r r o r ’
Designed by George Jack
(1855–1931)
Manufactured by Morris & Co.
(1861–1940)

Mahogany, inlaid with satinwood, and mirror glass
26 in (66 cm) × 26 in (66 cm)
English (London), circa 1890
Marked:
‘MORRIS & CO / 449 OXFORD ST / W / 1821’ (stamped into back board).
Provenance:
[…]; H. Blairman & Sons, 1980s; English private collection.
Literature:
John Andrews, Arts and Crafts Furniture, Woodbridge, 2005, p. 58.
A mirror of this design was number 505 in Specimens of Furniture Upholstery & Interior Decoration
issued by Morris & Co. around 1900–10. Described as ‘Inlaid Mahogany Octagon Hanging
Mirror 28 In.’, it cost £6.15s. Either the measurement is incorrectly stated, or the pattern was
available in different sizes.
The use of choice mahogany embellished with satinwood harks back to late eighteenth-century
English furniture, while the ‘cushion’ mouldings forming the frame of this mirror suggests inspiration from seventeenth-century design. The octagonal shape has even earlier precedents. The
design recalls, for example, the mirror depicted in Jan van Eyck’s The Arnolfini Marriage (1434),
now in the National Gallery, London, which, in turn, perhaps inspired an ebony, ivory and silver
mirror frame by Jes. Barkentin, dated 1868/69; see H. Blairman & Sons, Furniture and Works of
Art (2004), no. 13.
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‘A n t e l o p e ’ B o w l
Designed by William De Morgan
(1839–1917)
Decorated by Charles Passenger
(fl. 1875–1907)
Earthenware, with red lustre under-glaze decoration
10 ¹₈ in (25.7 cm) – diameter
English (Fulham), 1888–97
-

Marked:
‘W.D. M – FULHAM’ and ‘CP’ under base (see below).
Provenance:
[…]; Zeitlin Collection, no. MIS 504; American private collection.
The design for this shallow bowl is reproduced in Martin Greenwood, The Designs of William De
Morgan, Shepton Beauchamp, 1989, p. 37, no. 1269.
A tazza, with the same antelope on a formal background, is in the collection of the William De
Morgan Foundation, currently at the West Hill Reference Library, Wandsworth, London.
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T r ay
Manufactured by Christofle et Cie
(1830–present)
Electroplated base metal
21 in (53.3 cm) × 17³₄ in (43.8 cm)
French (Saint-Denis), 1892
-

Marked:
‘CHRISTOFLE’ and ‘1531970’ on bottom edge (as illustrated opposite).
The tray is the largest known example of Christofle’s impression naturelle technique, which the
firm patented on 2 October 1880 for a period of 15 years with the Brevet d’Invention, no. 138,946.
Utilizing this process, the natural impression of a dried leaf (specifically the Victoria regia) was
stamped onto a metal surface, creating a unique work that captured nature through a modern
manufacturing process. The art historian Paul Mantz (1821–1895) noted that ‘While pursuing
their studies into obtaining a hammered background for their silverware, they [Christofle] discovered […] a decorative technique using “natural impression”. Here in fact nature is not only a
guide, but becomes a powerful accessory as the leaves, the flowers, the plants imprint on to the
metal all the details of their outline, all their delicate veins’; see Musée d’Orsay website, where
Mantz is translated from the French.
To realize these ambitious creations, Christofle used hard to obtain, but necessarily high quality leaves. These were sent, through the post, by the Musée d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris (see
below); some correspondence on the subject between Christofle and the director of the museum
survives.
The realization of works using the impression naturelle exemplifies the nineteenth century’s fascination with nature and invention. At the same time works of art were created that conformed to
a modern aesthetic, inspired by an increased, international awareness of Japanese art and design.
The naturalistic trompe’l’oeil also anticipates the inventions of art nouveau.
A circular tray, with a more symmetrical impression, is in the collection of the Musée d’Orsay,
Paris (OAO 1178); see Françoise Cachin and Marc Bascou, de Manet à Matisse, Paris, 1990, p.
101. Another smaller tray is in the
collection of the Musée BouilhetChristofle, Paris. Smaller-scale
crumb trays and table brushes in
the impression naturelle style are illustrated in Henri Bouilhet, L’Orfèverie
Française aux XV111e et XIXe siècles,
Paris, 1912, p. 195.

Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris (Albums Maciet)
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Pa i r O f C a n d l e s t i c k s
Designed and manufactured by W.A.S. Benson
(1854–1924)
Brass and copper
4 in (10.2 cm) × 12 ¹₂ in (31.7 cm)
English (London), circa 1900
-

These candlesticks, described in Benson’s Price List of Fittings for Oil, Gas, Candle, Table Ware, &c.,
1899–1900 as ‘[f]or Piano or Mantlepiece’, are known to have been designed by 1887, and continued in production until into the twentieth century; see Judy Rudoe, Decorative Arts 1850–1950.
A Catalogue of the British Museum Collection, London, 1991, no. 19.
Benson designed ‘Counter-balance’ candlesticks in three models, finished either entirely silvered, or in a mixture, as here, of brass and copper. The pair at the British Museum is identical
to the present examples, but those at the Musée d’Orsay, Paris are silvered; see De l’Impressionisme
à l’Art nouveau, Paris, 1996, p. 112.
A pair with a weight in the form of a gourd, fully silvered, belongs to the Art Institute of Chicago
(2002.538.1–2); see Ian Hammerton (ed.), W.A.S. Benson: Arts and Crafts Luminary and Pioneer of
Modern Design, Woodbridge, 2005, pl. 98 (for a pair in copper and brass). The third model, with
a leaf going over the spherical weight, is no. 204 in the Price List (op. cit).
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David
After a design by Edward Burne-Jones
(1833–98)
Painted by Stephen Rogers
(?1846-?),
for Morris & Co)
(1861–1940)
Stained glass, with lead divisions
57 in (144.7 cm) × 22 ¹₄ in (56.5 cm)
English (London), circa 1903
-

Provenance:
Supplied for Aldenham School Chapel, but not used; Morris & Co. showrooms, 449, Oxford
Street, London; […]; Haslam & Whiteway; Max Palevsky (1924–2010).
Literature:
A.C. Sewter, The Stained Glass of William Morris and his Circle, I & II, New Haven and London,
1975.
Charlotte Gere and Michael Whiteway, Nineteenth-Century Design, London, 1993, pl. 270 (where
misdated to 1895).
The tall depiction of David, with small hands and head, exemplifies what Sewter identifies as
the style of Burne-Jones’s last figure designs (op. cit., I, p. 58). This figure of David was first conceived in 1896 for part of the south transept
window at Albion Congregational Church,
Ashton-upon-Lyne. It had the Morris & Co.
design number ‘EBJ WB76’; see Sewter, op. cit,
II, p. 11.
The present window is recorded by Sewter: ’29
December 1903. Specimen. DAVID painted by
Rogers, [active with Morris & Co. 1903–04]
originally intended for Aldenham School
Chapel, but found to be ‘out of scale’, and sent
to Oxford Street’ (op. cit., II, p. 229). Sewter
records that between 1895 and 1930 Morris &
Co. supplied nine examples of this window (op.
cit., II, p. 290).
David was identified by the late Donald Green
as that on the right side of the two left hand
windows on the first floor at 449, Oxford
Street, shown in an early twentieth-century
photograph (see left).
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‘Coffret’
Designed and manufactured by Clement John Heaton
(1861–1940),
perhaps assisted in the manufacture by S. Congue
Walnut, with mother-of-pearl inlay; brass handles
18 in (45.7 cm) × 23 in (48.2 cm) × 10¹₂ in (26.7 cm)
Swiss (Neuchâtel), circa 1903–05
-

Marked:
‘C. H. Heaton Invt’.
Heaton first exhibited a jewel case (untraced) entitled ‘The Forest’ at the seventh exhibition of
the Arts & Crafts Exhibition Society (1903). It was number 305 in the catalogue, described as:
‘JEWEL CASE’ in walnut, with marquetry inlaid: “The Forest.” By CLEMENT HEATON,
assisted by S. CONGUE. £12. 12s.’ (see below).
A second version (untraced), which varies slightly in the design of the forest scene, also has
a less elaborate and differently placed key escutcheon; see Alistair Duncan, The Paris Salons
1895–1914, III, Woodbridge, 1996, p. 287. In the Catalogue Illustré du Salon de 1905, Paris, 1905,
no. 2323, under the heading ‘Section de l’Art Décoratif et d’Objets d’Art’, the ‘jewel case’ is
described as a ‘coffret en noyer et marqueterie avec nacre “le Sentier de la forêt”’.
The only other identified example of furniture by Clement Heaton is the small table cabinet
entitled ‘Poisson et algues’ dated to circa 1904, now in the collection of the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art (M.2008.74); see Nicole Quellet-Soguel, Clement Heaton 1861–1940 Londres
Neuchâtel New York, Hauterive, 1996, p. 165.
The fall front of the coffret opens to reveal a tier of drawers.
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Pa i r O f A r m c h a i r s
Designed by Barry Parker
(1867–1947)
Oak, with restored rush seats
48 ³₄ in (122 cm) × 23 in (58.4 cm) × 21 in (53.3 cm)
English, circa 1907–09
-

Provenance:
Probably Whirriestone, near Rochdale, Lancashire; […]; Paul Reeves, 1980s; private collection,
London.
Literature:
Barry Parker, ‘Modern Country Houses in England [Whirriestone]: Number Fifteen’, The
Craftsman, July 1911, pp. 395–406.
A chair, possibly one of the present pair, is shown in an illustration of the ‘Living Room at
“Whirriestone” with a Glimpse of the Fireplace’; see Parker (op. cit.), p. 400.
Whirriestone, a cement-rendered house with a low-pitched tiled roof and well-planned interiors, is reminiscent of work pioneered by C.F.A. Voysey (1857–1941) and M.H. Baillie Scott
(1865–1945). Barry Parker entered into an architectural partnership with his brother-in-law
Raymond Unwin (1863–1940) that lasted from 1896–1914. Today Parker and Unwin are best
known for their contributions to town planning, most notably Letchworth (from 1903) and
Hampstead Garden Suburb (from 1905).
Gustav Stickley (1858–1942) published the influential magazine The Craftsman from 1901 to
1916; it was particularly significant in bringing the work of English designers to the attention
of an American public. Individuals to benefit included Edgar Wood (1860–1935), M.H. Baillie
Scott, C.F.A. Voysey and George Walton (1867–1933). However, the biggest English beneficiaries
from this publication were Parker & Unwin through some thirty articles contributed by Parker
between 1902 and 1916; see Dean Hawkes (ed.), Modern Country Homes in England: The Arts and
Crafts Architecture of Barry Parker, Cambridge, 1986.
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